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Bracoviruses (BVs) and ichnoviruses (IVs) evolved

from different endogenized viruses but through

convergence have been coopted by parasitoids in the

families Braconidae and Ichneumonidae for similar functions

in parasitizing hosts. Experimentally studying the role of

endogenized viral genes in virion morphogenesis remains a

key challenge in the study of BVs and IVs. Here we

summarize how multiomics, electron microscopy, and RNA

interference (RNAi) methods have provided new insights

about BV and IV gene function.
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Introduction
As summarized in other contributions to this issue,

several thousand parasitoid wasps in the family Braco-

nidae produce bracoviruses (BVs) while several thou-

sand other parasitoids in the family Ichneumonidae

produce ichnoviruses (IVs) [1–4]. BVs and IVs have

historically been referred to as polydnaviruses because

both package multiple circular, double-stranded DNAs

that encode virulence genes [5]. These DNAs are

integrated into the germline of the wasp but are ampli-

fied, processed and packaged into virions in a specific

ovarian tissue of female wasps named the calyx. The

genes required to produce virions are also integrated

into the germline of wasps [1–4]. These genes are solely

expressed in calyx cells where BV and IV virions assem-

ble [6��,7��,8], but none reside on the virulence-gene
www.sciencedirect.com 
containing DNAs that are packaged into virions [7��,9–
11]. Females inject eggs concurrently with BVs or IVs

into hosts, which primarily are larval-stage Lepidoptera

(moths and butterflies). After infecting different cell

types, virulence genes on the viral genome segments in

virions are expressed, which alter host immune

defenses and growth in ways that enable wasp progeny

to develop [1,2]. In turn, wasp offspring survival enables

BV and IV genome components to persist via vertical

transmission.

Despite sharing many functional features, comparative

genomic data unambiguously indicate BVs and IVs

evolved from different ancestors. A virus in the family

Nudiviridae integrated �100 million years ago into the

germline of the braconid that gave rise to BV-producing

wasps, while a different type of virus that remains undis-

covered or is extinct likely integrated into the germline of

two ichneumonid ancestors that gave rise to IV-producing

wasps [6��,7��,12,13�,14]. Thus, convergent evolution

underlies braconids and ichneumonids similarly repur-

posing different endogenized viruses to produce virions

that transfer virulence genes to hosts. Virulence genes

from a number of BV and IV producing wasp species have

been characterized, with previous reviews summarizing

their origins and functions [1,3,15]. In contrast, only

recently has progress been made toward identifying the

genes required to produce BVs and IVs in calyx cells,

which we summarize here.

BV and IV gene inventories
The genome components acquired from the virus ances-

tors of BVs and IVs had to be identified before any

functional studies could be initiated. Several wasp species

have been studied in this regard, but most information

derives from whole genome sequencing of two BV-pro-

ducing braconids from the subfamily Microgastrinae

(Cotesia congregata and Microplitis demolitor) [16��,17],
whole genome sequencing of two IV-producing ichneu-

monids from the subfamily Campopleginae (Hyposoter
didymator and Campopletis sonorensis) [18�], and partial

sequence data for an IV-producing ichneumonid in the

subfamily Banchinae (Glypta fumiferanae) [13�]. Resulting

data could then be coupled to: 1) transcriptome analysis of

wasp ovaries when virions are forming in calyx cells and 2)

proteomic analysis of virions to identify candidate genes

with potential functions in virion morphogenesis

[6��,7��,8,13�,18�,19,20��,21��].
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In the case of BVs, sequence analysis of C. congregata and

M. demolitor identified many genes that shared recogniz-

able homology with genes in one or more nudiviruses.

Approximately half of these genes reside in a 100 kb

domain named the nudivirus cluster that is nearly identi-

cal in architecture between C. congregata and M. demolitor,
while the remainder are broadly dispersed to largely

different locations in the genomes of these two wasp

species [16��,17,22] (Figure 1). Most of the nudivirus

genes are only expressed in wasp ovaries when virions

are being produced, including a number that encode

proteins present in virions, which consist of one or more

cylindrical nucleocapsids surrounded by a single enve-

lope [6��,8] (Figure 1). A total of 33 core genes are shared

among all nudiviruses that have been sequenced but none

have been functionally analyzed [23–25]. However, the

Nudiviridae is also sister to the Baculoviridae in which all

sequenced species in both families share 21 core genes.

All of these shared core genes have been studied in model

baculoviruses, which has resulted in identified functions

for each in genome replication, transcription or virion

formation while also lending predictions for their func-

tions in nudiviruses [26]. Comparing the inventory of
Figure 1
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nudivirus genes that have been identified in C. congregata
and M. demolitor further indicates both encode 18 of the

21 core genes that are shared between nudiviruses and

baculoviruses [17,18�,22]. These include four genes

whose products form the DNA-dependent RNA poly-

merase that specifically transcribes virion structural

genes. Importantly though, nudiviruses and BVs also

encode many other genes that are unknown from bacu-

loviruses. The virulence gene-containing DNAs that are

amplified, processed, and packaged into BV virions reside

in the genomes C. congregata and M. demolitor as proviral

segments (Figure 1) [27,28]. Many BV proviral segments

are tandemly arrayed and form macroloci [10,16��,17].
Flanking sequences on BV proviral segments also share

features that suggest they originated from the nudivirus

ancestor although many of the virulence genes derive

from other sources including wasps, other insects or other

eukaryotes [15,29–31].

In the case of IVs, studies that initially focused on H.
didymator identified several intronless genes in the wasp

genome whose products are present in virions [7��]. None

are homologs of genes in any known virus although some
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contain domains shared with genes from some nucleocy-

toplasmic large DNA viruses (NCLDVs) [13�]. Mapping

these genes to the H. didymator genome indicates all

reside in clusters named ‘Ichnovirus Structural Protein

Encoding Regions’ (IVSPERs) (Figure 1). IVSPER orga-

nizational features strongly suggest they derive from an

endogenized virus [7��]. Like nudivirus genes in braco-

nids, genes in IVSPERS are specifically expressed in

ichneumonid ovaries when virions, which each consist

of a lenticular nucleocapsid and two envelopes, are being

produced (Figure 1) [32]. The DNAs containing viru-

lence genes that are packaged in IV virions are also

integrated in the genomes of wasps as proviral segments

[18�]. Proviral segments and IVSPERs also share a gene

family, named N-genes, which provides another line of

evidence that IVSPERs and proviral segments both

derive from a virus ancestor [7��,18�]. Gene content

and order for the IVSPERs in H. didymator are largely

shared with C. sonorensis, whereas gene content and the

location of proviral segments differs considerably [18�]. IV

proviral segments are also much more dispersed when

compared to BV proviral segments [18�]. Thus, several

lines of evidence implicate IVSPER genes in virion

formation, but the lack of homology to known genes

results in sequence data alone providing few or no func-

tional predictions.

BV and IV morphogenesis
The second piece of essential information needed to

identify genes with functions in producing BVs and

IVs is comparative data on virion morphogenesis. Several

studies using electron microscopy (EM) provide informa-

tion on how BV and IV virions assemble. Calyx cells

reside in a specialized region at the juncture between the

paired ovaries and lateral oviducts (Figure 2). EM studies

combined with transcriptome analyses indicate that BV

and IV replication both begin early in the wasp pupal

stage [6��,8,21��,33,34��]. BV and IV virions also both

assemble in calyx cell nuclei. As previously noted, BV

and IV virions morphologically differ from one another.

Several steps associated with morphogenesis and virion

release from calyx cells also differ.

BV morphogenesis begins with de novo formation of

rounded envelopes followed by the appearance of cylin-

drical nucleocapsids in proximity to virogenic stroma.

Foci of nucleocapsids acquiring envelopes thereafter

appear followed by nuclei greatly enlarging, and virions

consisting of a nucleocapsid surrounded by an elongated

envelope assembling into parallel arrays. Thereafter vir-

ions progressively become disordered, but near fully fill

the nucleus before being released into the lumen of the

lateral oviduct by successive lysis of the nuclear envelope

and the plasma membrane (Figure 2) [21��,35].

IV morphogenesis in campoplegine ichneumonids begins

with the concurrent de novo formation of lenticular
www.sciencedirect.com 
nucleocapsids and envelopes at the periphery of an elec-

tron dense virogenic stroma (Figure 2). Individual nucleo-

capsids are then surrounded by an envelope to produce a

subvirion. Subvirions bud through the nuclear envelope

to reach the cytoplasm of calyx cells. At this step sub-

virions are transiently surrounded by nuclear membranes,

which are lost during migration within the cytoplasm to

the apical region of the calyx cell. Subvirions then bud

through the plasma membrane where they acquire a

second envelope to become mature virions that accumu-

late in the calyx lumen (Figure 2) [32,36]. IV morpho-

genesis in banchine ichneumonids begins similarly in the

nuclei of calyx cells, but notably differs from campople-

gines in regard to several, smaller, rod-shaped nucleocap-

sids being surrounded by an envelope to produce a

subvirion [13�]. Thereafter though, the subvirions pro-

duced in banchines also bud through the nuclear enve-

lope, migrate through the cytoplasm and exit calyx cells

by budding through the plasma membrane where they

acquire a second envelope to produce a mature virion

[13�].

RNA interference (RNAi) as a tool for
identifying genes with functions in BV and IV
morphogenesis
The third area of need was to develop approaches that

could be used to manipulate BV and IV genes so that their

functions in virion formation could be studied experi-

mentally. This required different approaches from those

used with baculoviruses because BVs and IVs do not

package their replication machinery into virions, which

prevents using cell lines and recombination-based meth-

ods to genetically manipulate genes of interest. Instead,

what has primarily been used is RNA interference

(RNAi), which has been shown to reduce transcript

abundance of particular BV and IV genes that are

expressed in calyx cells with high efficacy.

The first studies using RNAi to knock down BV genes in

wasps were conducted in M. demolitor, which produces M.
demolitor bracovirus (MdBV) [20��]. Initial RNAi assays

deliberately targeted core genes shared with baculo-

viruses to test the prediction that their functions in

replication and/or morphogenesis remained conserved.

Results showed that knockdown of two core genes encod-

ing subunits of the RNA polymerase (lef-4 and lef-9)
disabled expression of several structural core genes that

in baculoviruses are known to be specifically transcribed

by the viral RNA polymerase [16��,20��]. Knockdown of

other baculovirus core gene homologs also resulted in

phenotypes that were consistent with retaining conserved

functions [20��]. With evidence that several genes

acquired from the nudivirus ancestor that are shared with

baculoviruses exhibit conserved functions, RNAi was

next used to study the function of other nudivirus genes

in M. demolitor that are unknown from baculoviruses. In

this regard, all nudiviruses encode two predicted
Current Opinion in Insect Science 2022, 49:63–70
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Figure 2
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Schematic illustrating bracovirus (BV) and ichnovirus (IV) morphogenesis. The upper panels show the ovaries of a braconid, microgastrine like M.

demolitor (left) and ichneumonid campoplegine like H. didymator (right) with locations of the ovarioles, eggs, calyx cells, calyx lumen and lateral

oviducts indicated. The lower panels show the progression of BV (left) and IV (right) virion formation. For BVs, (1) envelopes form de novo in the

rounded nucleus (N) of a calyx cell, which is surrounded by cytoplasm (C). Envelopes usually appear in proximity to virogenic stroma (VS), which

is followed (10) by the de novo appearance of nucleocapsids (black cylinders) in domains that are adjacent to where envelopes form. (2) Individual

nucleocapsids are surrounded by one envelope to form virions that accumulate in parallel arrays. (3) Virions become disordered while near fully

filling the nucleus, which is followed by calyx cell lysis. (4) Calyx cell lysis releases virions into the calyx lumen (CL). For IVs, (1) envelopes and

lenticular nucleocapsids concurrently form de novo at the periphery of virogenic stroma. (2) Individual nucleocapsids are surrounded by one

envelope to form subvirions that bud through the nuclear envelope into the cytoplasm. (3) Subvirions acquire a second envelope by budding

through the plasma membrane to produce mature virions that accumulate in the calyx lumen.
recombinases with vlf-1 being a homolog of a baculovirus

gene and int being unknown from baculoviruses [20��].
Knockdown of MdBV vlf-1 and int family members

suggests that both are involved in processing proviral

segments after amplification into the circular DNAs that

are packaged into virions [20��]. Results also implicate

particular sequences in proviral segments as recombinase

binding sites, which suggests these sequences also derive

from the nudivirus ancestor. By separating MdBV virions

into nucleocapsid and envelope fractions, proteomic data

analysis identified several other genes present in nudi-

viruses but unknown in baculoviruses as candidate enve-

lope or nucleocapsid structural proteins [21��]. One of

these genes, named MdBVe46, is a homolog of a nudivirus

gene of unknown function named HzNVorf-64 whose

product localizes to the MdBV envelope fraction [21��].
EM analysis and immunoblotting experiments confirm

that MdBVe46 encodes an envelope protein while knock-

down of this gene by RNAi results in severe defects in
Current Opinion in Insect Science 2022, 49:63–70 
envelope formation (Figure 3a) [21��]. Knockdown of

MdBVe46 also greatly reduces the ability of MdBV to

infect host cells, which is required for expression of

virulence gene products that protect M. demolitor larvae

from the host’s immune system [21��].

In the case of IVs, none of the genes in IVSPERs are

homologs of any known genes but RNAi assays combined

with EM and immunolabeling studies recently provided

important insights into the function of six genes in

morphogenesis and trafficking of H. didymator ichnovirus

(HdIV) (Figure 3b) [34��]. The first, named IVp12-1,
encodes a protein that co-localizes with the virogenic

stroma and the nuclear subvirion. RNAi knockdown of

this gene results in nucleocapsids that remain trapped in

the nucleus with only empty envelopes budding from

calyx cells (Figure 3b). Knockdown of U23 and IVSP4-1
indicate that both are required for nucleocapsid formation

as loss of each result in no nucleocapsids forming in calyx
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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(Figure 3 Legend) Schematic illustrating RNAi assays and phenotypes associated with knockdown of MdBVe46 in M. demolitor and several

genes in IVSPERs in H. didymator. (a) ds-RNA is injected into a last instar M. demolitor larva, which is followed by emergence as an adult wasp

and collection of the paired ovaries for EM analysis. 1. Wasps injected with ds-eGFP (negative control) results in no reduction in MdBVe46

transcript abundance while virion morphogenesis progresses similarly to non-injected wasps with all virions consisting of a single nucleocapsid

surrounded by one envelope (see Figure 2, left panel). 2. Wasps injected with ds-MdBVe46 results in significant reduction of MdBVe46 and a

phenotype in which nucleocapsids (black cylinders) but few envelopes form in calyx cells. Resulting virions either lack envelopes or an envelope

surrounds multiple nucleocapsids, which is followed by calyx cell lysis that releases defective virions into the calyx lumen. (b) ds-RNA injected into

1-day old H. didymator pupae, which is followed by emergence as an adult wasp and collection of the paired ovaries for EM analysis. 1. Wasps

injected with ds-eGFP (negative control) results in virion morphogenesis proceeding similarly to non-injected wasps with each nucleocapsid (black

elipsoid) being surrounded by envelopes after budding from a calyx cell into the calyx lumen (see Figure 2, right panel). 2. Injection of ds-U23 into

wasps results in significant knockdown of U23 and a phenotype in which envelopes (white ellipsoids) but no nucleocapsids form followed by

envelopes budding into the calyx lumen to form double-enveloped vesicles. 3. Injection of ds-IVp12-1 results in significant knockdown of IVp12-1

and a phenotype in which nucleocapsids (black elipsoids) and envelopes (white elipsoids) assemble separately in calyx cell nuclei. Aggregates of

nucleocapsids remain in the nucleus while envelopes accumulate in the calyx lumen. 4. Injection of ds-IVp53-2 results in significant knockdown of

IVp53-2 and a phenotype in which virions accumulate in the cytoplasm of calyx cells rather than budding into the calyx lumen. C: cytoplasm, CL:

calyx lumen, N: nucleus, VS: virogenic stroma.
cell nuclei (Figure 3b) [34��]. Antibody labeling studies

further support these findings by showing that U23 is a

structural protein that localizes to nucleocapsids. Knock-

down of two other genes, IVSP3-1 and U22, also results in

abnormal accumulation of subvirions lacking nucleocap-

sids in calyx cell nuclei, which suggests roles for both in

the passage of the nuclear envelope to the cytoplasm

[34��]. Lastly, immunolabeling studies show that IVp53-2

localizes to the HdIV outer envelope. Knockdown of

IVp53-2 disables the budding process through the plasma

membrane and results in subvirions being trapped in

calyx cell cytoplasm (Figure 3b), suggesting that

IVp53-2 is required for budding through the plasma

membrane and formation of mature virions [34��].

Conclusions and future needs
The preceding summary illustrates how multiomic data

together with functional assays can be used to character-

ize BV and IV genes with functions in virion morphogen-

esis. A number of other nudivirus genes in BV-producing

braconids and IVSPER genes in IV-producing ichneu-

monids have been identified but their functions remain

unknown. However, most are likely amenable to study

using similar methods to those discussed here. Different

endogenized viruses have also recently been identified in

other lineages of parasitoid wasps that produce virus-like

particles (VLPs) [14,22,37–40]. Methods developed in M.
demolitor and H. didymator could likely be adapted to

characterize the function of these viral genes in VLP

formation. In terms of future challenges, we see three that

are especially important. First, current studies on BVs rely

on homology to known nudivirus genes, which means that

other genes required to produce BVs, whether from the

endogenized viral ancestor or from the wasp, may remain

unrecognized and also could have important functions in

viral replication. Analogously, some genes outside of

IVSPERs could have functions in producing IVs. Possible

strategies to begin identifying these factors include fur-

ther proteomic analysis of BV and IV virions with empha-

sis on genes that are not nudivirus homologs (BVs) or that

map outside of IVSPERs (IVs). Genes of interest could
Current Opinion in Insect Science 2022, 49:63–70 
then be further characterized as discussed in this review.

Second, there is a need to understand why the genes

required to produce BVs and IVs are only expressed in

calyx cells. In the case of BVs, these studies likely need to

focus on the factors responsible for expression of the

nudivirus RNA polymerase in calyx cells given evidence

that this enzyme transcribes most if not all of the virion

structural genes. Third, while RNAi provides an approach

for conducting loss of function assays, alternative meth-

ods or approaches for conducting gain of function experi-

ments are currently not possible. CRISPR-Cas mediated

approaches to alter the structure or function of endogen-

ized viral genes would be of value, but injection of early-

stage wasp eggs presents significant challenges due to

their small size as does downstream development, which

currently depends on maturation inside a host to produce

progeny. However, other approaches for introducing

CRISPR-Cas components into oocytes have been devel-

oped that could be of value in studying BV and IV-

producing wasps [41,42].
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